Translation Text for all Posit Science Games

**Jewel Diver**

**Intro screen:**
Jewel Diver
In this game, your task is to track hidden jewels as they move around the screen. Can you keep track of several jewels at once?

**Tutorial screens:**

*Step 1:*
In Jewel Diver, your task is to track hidden jewels as they move around the screen. You will see a jewel, which will then be hidden behind a fish. Keep track of the fish hiding the jewel as it swims around the screen. When the fish stop moving, touch the fish hiding the jewel. Touch the Start button to begin.

*Step 2:*
Two Jewels
Now you will track two hidden jewels at the same time. Two jewels will appear on screen, and then will be hidden behind two fish. Keep track of the two fish hiding the jewels as they swim around the screen. When the fish stop moving, touch the fish hiding the jewels. Touch the Start button to begin.

*Step 3:*
More Fish
You still need to track two hidden jewels, but now there will be many more fish without jewels to distract you. Keep track of the two fish hiding the jewels. Touch the Start button to begin.

**Results screen:**

Results
Most jewels accurately tracked:
When you practice this game, you’re training your brain to pay attention to more than one thing at a time. This skill comes in handy for complex activities like playing team sports or driving a car.

**Bird Safari**

**Intro Screen:**
Bird Safari
In this exercise, your task is to match birds as they flash on the screen. Can you spot a bird in an instant?

**Tutorial screens:**

*Step 1:*
In Bird Safari, your task is to match birds together. Begin by studying the bird in the center of the screen. When you are ready, touch the bird. You will see that bird along with a number of similar birds appear around the scene. Can you find the bird in the periphery that matches the bird in the center? Touch the matching bird

That’s right. Touch the bird in the center to try another.
That "thunk" sound means you made a mistake. Touch the bird in the center to try again.

This time only the matching bird will respond to your touch. When you are ready, touch the matching bird.
Touch the bird in the center.

**Step 2:**
Now study the bird in the center of the screen and try to remember exactly what it looks like. When you are ready, touch the bird. This time, the bird in the center will disappear when the surrounding birds appear.

Look for the bird that matches the bird you saw on the center button.
Touch the matching bird.
When you are ready, touch the bird in the center to try another.

That "thunk" sound means you made a mistake. When you are ready, touch the bird in the center to try again.

This time only the matching bird will respond to your touch. When you are ready, touch the matching bird.

Touch the bird in the center.

That "thunk" sound means you made a mistake. The bird is now shown in the correct location.

**Step 3:**
Next, the birds will be displayed for a short period of time. Begin by studying the bird in the center and touch it when you are ready. The birds will appear in the periphery for a limited time. When the display ends touch the region in which the central bird appeared.

Did you see where the matching bird appeared? Touch that region.

When you are ready, touch the bird in the center to try another.

That "thunk" sound means you made a mistake. When you are ready, touch the bird in the center to try again.

This time only the matching bird will respond to your touch. When you are ready, touch the matching bird.

Touch the bird in the center.

That "thunk" sound means you made a mistake. The bird is now shown in the correct location.

**Results screen:**
Results
Milliseconds
Your bird spotting time:
The lower your score, the faster your brain can take in fine details, even out of the corner of your eye. Practicing this skill may widen your perception and help you see things around you more accurately.
**Sweep Seeker**

**Intro Screen:**
Sweep Seeker
In this exercise, you’ll watch a pattern sweep in and out on the screen and see how well you can track the movement.
When the pattern moves fast, can you see it clearly?

**Tutorial screens:**

*Step 1:*
The "sweeps" in Sweep Seeker are patterns of movement. There are IN sweeps and OUT sweeps. You need to know the difference between them. Touch the Start button to see an IN sweep.
Did you notice how the bars swept inward? That was an IN sweep. Touch the IN button to confirm that the sweep went inward.

Touch Start to see the IN sweep again.

Since that was an IN sweep, touch the IN button.
Next you will see an OUT sweep. In an OUT sweep, the bars sweep outward instead of inward. Touch the Start button to see an OUT sweep.

Did you notice how the bars swept outward instead of inward? That was an OUT sweep. Touch the OUT button to confirm that the sweep went outward.

Touch Start to see the OUT sweep again.

Since that was an OUT sweep, touch the OUT button.

*Step 2:*
Touch Start to see a sweep. Then touch the button that goes with the sweep you saw. If you get it right, you'll hear a "ding."

Touch the button that goes with the sweep you saw. If you saw an inward sweep, touch IN. If you saw an outward sweep, touch OUT.

That's right! Touch Start to try another.

That "thunk" sound means you made a mistake.
Touch Start to try again.

Touch Start to see a sweep.

*Step 3:*
Next, you will see two sweeps in a row. Try to remember both sweeps.
Touch Start to begin.

Now touch the buttons in the same order you saw the sweeps. For example, if you saw two in sweeps, touch the IN button twice. If you saw an out sweep followed by an in sweep, touch OUT and then IN.

That’s right. Touch Start to see the next pair of sweeps.
That "thunk" sound means you made a mistake. Touch Start to try again.

"Touch Start to see a pair of sweeps.

Results screen:
Results
Your tracking time:
Milliseconds
The lower your score, the faster your brain takes in visual information. Fast visual processing may help you react more promptly to what you see and remember it more clearly.